
Wah Dih Story Seh?
Wah Dih Story Seh? is a Jamaican Patois phrase that means "What is the
story?". It is often used to ask someone for more information or to get their
opinion on something.
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The phrase is thought to have originated in the early 1900s, when
Jamaican immigrants began to arrive in the United States. The immigrants
often spoke Patois, a Jamaican Creole language, and used the phrase
"Wah Dih Story Seh?" to ask for help or to get information from English-
speaking Americans.

Over time, the phrase became popular among Jamaicans in the United
States and in Jamaica itself. It is now used in a variety of contexts, both
formal and informal.
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The phrase "Wah Dih Story Seh?" can be used in a variety of ways. Some
common uses include:

To ask someone for more information about something

To get someone's opinion on something

To start a conversation

To show interest in something

To express surprise or disbelief

When using the phrase, it is important to be aware of the context and the
tone of voice. The phrase can be used in a friendly or a more formal way,
depending on the situation.

Examples of "Wah Dih Story Seh?"

Here are some examples of how the phrase "Wah Dih Story Seh?" can be
used:

"Wah Dih Story Seh? Mi hear yuh did get a new job. Congratulation
man!"

"Wah Dih Story Seh? Mi see yuh did go to the beach the other day.
How was it?"

"Wah Dih Story Seh? Mi hear yuh did have a fight with your girlfriend.
What happened?"

"Wah Dih Story Seh? I can't believe you did that. You're crazy!"



The phrase "Wah Dih Story Seh?" is a versatile and useful way to
communicate in Jamaican Patois. It can be used to ask questions, get
information, start conversations, and express emotions. By understanding
how to use the phrase, you can better communicate with Jamaicans and
learn more about their culture.

Wah Dih Story Seh? is a Jamaican Patois phrase that means "What is the
story?". It is a versatile and useful way to communicate in Jamaican Patois.
By understanding how to use the phrase, you can better communicate with
Jamaicans and learn more about their culture.
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